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Data Security Firewall

Manage Admins: Password Policy will apply while creating admin.

VPN: Option to Restart VPN Service if it is already running.

Factory Reset:  Proper warning message displayed to user, reminding them that Factory 
Resetting the firewall will delete all backup files as well. Warning message reminds the user 
to download backup files before factory resetting if required.

Users:  In the new firmware, Users and User groups created in the firewall will show their 
types as well, The admin will be able to recognize from where the User/User group was 
added to the firewall ie. From LDAP, AD or created locally on the firewall.

Rules: For the ease of configuration the ability to “on-the-fly” create Definition objects and 
various policies like DLP, URL Filters etc.  directly from Firewall Rules Tab has been added. 
The admin can now add useful configurations directly from the Firewall Rules Tab.

WAN Failover: Added 2 extra Target IPs in WAN Failover increasing the total to 5.

User Interface:
• The ability to customize number of records shown per page on the firewall.  User can  

set different values for different tabs based on preference.
• Back Button to directly go back from Add/Edit page without having to click on Tab 

Heading.
• Returning from edit/delete operation will keep search results and/or page number 

persistent.
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AntiSpam Mail Release Issue: While releasing a mail, if anything goes wrong the error will 
be displayed properly.

Enterprise Cloud: Cloud user password will only accept certain special characters.

Interfaces: Handled network conflicts between Interface and Aliases.

Country Groups: Fixed issue with Country Group status not showing Active.

VPN Logs: Disconnected users shown as Active VPN Users.

Aliases: Alias entries not displayed.

Dashboard: Fixed a rare issue where Dashboard Graphs are misplaced.

Firmware Upgrade: Optimized Memory Usage while upgrading Firmware.

L2TP Disconnect Logs: If L2TP User disconnects suddenly (eg. system shutdown) 
Disconnect Log will be shown for the user.
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